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The number of DCs is getting beyond a joke
Love this game <3
More FF and FFF poses that do not require a cock!
I wish there could be a second way to contact support without an order ID, for people who got 
codes from friends and such and those friends didn't have an order ID
Its pretty good in my opinion stable and nice just would need some more consistant updates is all
All in all my confidence in 3DX as a product is still high. 
I hope that the trend of more communication between Devs and players keeps up. It’s probably the 
I love the game. Many of us use it to connect socially not just for sex. We need more FUN and 
CLOTHES. And that'd be great if the sperm of the men stopped splashing accross our bodies.
Where update????
Very good games nothing to say continue as it has improved :)
Please make the tv work.
I give 4 just because of bugs and lag i have,game is awesome xD
3DXCHAT is one of the best looking adult games on the market. Socializing and sex. Never been 
better. You literally have second lives in this game. Only hope for the best for it. Keep up the 
More updates would be nice, especially if announced.
I love this game. Keep up the good work.
I hope you guys start focusing on bugs that have been there forever and start taking things a bit 
Always work on bug fixes, but also work on features primarily.
Need more update..the time between 2 update was very very long..
my rating is a 5 ive been here since 2015 and the game has come a long way im pretty happy with it 
...having updates 1-1/2 -2 months apart would be a good idea plus server work in between will keep 
most happy its very possible too both and keep the game going how it should be ..one thing that 
would be nice is a "AFK" messgae you can set when you are so people dont think your ignoring 
Wonderful games, bugs are ever present but minor (for example if a man doesn't drop pants before 
sex pose he is seen by everyone except his partner as fucking with pants). Would love more options 
for sex poses (maybe interacting with new objects) and character customisation.
The majority of bugs are minor and non intrusive such as sometimes needing to reattach the penis 
model during female poses which is an easy fix for players. Rather than focusing on that most 
people would likely prefer more immersive features added because the game as a base is beginning 
I found a wonderful person...but im pretty sure she is making me look like a fool by playing a 
good game, some flaws here and there, but a great potential
The game is a adult game but more and more players are enjoying it through sides activities (music, 
social meetings, no sexual RP). A developpement about RP possibilities for daily life activities would 
be a plus (new general rooms, minigames, tv with video player inside the house, picture frame with 
People want new things. People I know are not renewing their memberships, and instead going to 
free 3dx-like games instead. If you won't make new things, let the community do it. You have 
people who are so talented at building, those people would be amazing at everything else too, and 
it would prompt more people to become creators. You guys can focus on the technical stuff, give 
To keep player engagement it is necessary to develop new features and do stability fixes at the 
same time, this much is clear. However, even with my pretty colorful fantasy I'd welcome having 
more options after being subscribed for a whole year. There is no real competition for this game in 
terms of overall "modernness" and a healthy dose of regular updates could help solidify that. If 
necessary, provide the community with a choice of increasing the price but promising more or 



Game is amazing, needs more poses and content.
With the new laws restricting pornographic video sites, it is becoming very difficult to share your 
creations / films, maybe you should consider opening a space on your website / server / forum so 
that we can upload our videos, and that could advertise you.

Pwetie 

Overally i love the game , however not too many new things were added in the last 3 month
While the game got bugs, its enjoyable, the community is great, the function (Gifts, marry, ignore) 
we have works great and are loads of fun. The pricing for things could be reduced tho, 5k for a 
divorce is expensive and forces people to stay together, which can be dangerous
The lack of content is killing this game.
Game is great overall, genuinely a good community of people and the upkeep of the game is well 
done. Bugs and connection issues are an annoyance but they don't take away from the overall 
The experience could be much better if the player was allowed more freedom to express 
themselves. This game would be perfect for player-designed clothes, it would add a whole new 
layer of customization while at the same time creating an economy within the game.
Ok my end I have only run into the occasional bug, usually radio sound loss requiring reload of room 
or relog. Other than that the occasional server disconnect due to stability. I'd say keep adding new 
BDSM poses would be nice
Keep up the good work and hope you all have a good day!
game seems quite stable to me these days, only few minor glitches
Server stability and connectivity has improved much more. More clothes, customization, and poses 
would be great to keep the game update, new content, and more fresh for players who have been 
I'd love 3DXChat so much more if there was a lot more to do on it. Its lacking. Better customization 
for bodily features would be absolutely amazing! Including facial customization and more hair 
options. Room editing would also be very great for some focus. It'd be nice to put ambience in them 
I've been a member for a very long time and there were moments updates took months. Things 
have improved dramatically and I thank you so much. I would say focus more on features and 
content as long as security systems are checked. Overall other jiggle effects like ass and thighs from 
having sex is always nice and perhaps trying to integrate creampies with overflows from pussy with 
A better world editor would be great
Please make this game great
Overall, i think 3dx is a great place, meet tons of nice and fun individuals. The game has much 
potential, my only complaint is that i wish updates were a bit more consistent. I may not be aware 
of stuff that could be halting the progress of the game, if there is i completely understand.
While the game is the best out here, certain things hold it back like varies limitations such as the 
profile character limit, character customization, sex pose numbers, and especially the limited 
Keep going !!!
I think it would be nice to see monthly updates like little changes and then somtimes release 
massive updates like most online games have been doing.
I absolutely love this game it has given me and my wife a whole new Avenue to our relationship. 
Our only issue is the content or newer updates. Would
Be nice to have more options with poses, dancing, positions and clothes options but really a great 
Overall love the game but customization updates have been extremely lacking as of recently



I love the game. It is one of the best out there. I think what would make it a 5 for me is more dating 
activities. Like bowling,movies and restaurants where you can eat.
no update dis month again :(
I spend the most of most of my time building and hosting rooms.
I hope you will think about adding any of these features
-invisible square blocks
-more rocks where you can choose the texture
-paired teleport objects (port/destination)
-toggle on/off poses that are available for a pose tigger (for pose furniture)
Soft cocks until they are ready to use them
I am really very waiting for more updates for builders and character editor.
amazing game! just needs a bit more customization and clothing
The game on its own is very good, but it requires polishing. The only bug I seem to encounter is that 
in very crowded rooms, some female player characters dont load up their details and are just plain 
mesh without texture. Mini-games like billiards and cards would improve it a lot, and broader 
customization options like body hair, more tattoos, penis size, ability to make yourself short, tall, 
slim, fat, these would highly increase the quality of the game. Also some sort of chat moderation 
I love 3DX ❤️
You simply cannot keep up with player demand in terms of poses, hairstyles and clothes. The only 
way the game will thrive is by giving players the tools to make their own to sell and trade for 
currency in an open market. Look at Second Life and it's success. The big advantage you have is the 
graphics. It's going to take a long time as it has to make these tools but transparency and 
to be honest, just do what you can, not many have the patience here but i believe in you guys
3 1/2 - 4 Easily, I think the game is awesome, Just needs some more customization options for 
EVERY gender of Avatar (Including Petite Males) and an In-game Music Streaming System.
Bigger and thicc avatars please
good but need a new content
I wanted to tell you that I am very happy to be within the 3DX community, it is true that I miss more 
clothes and accessories, I am sorry to tell you that some clothes that are there are horrible, there is 
a pants that seems to have a diaper wrongly placed on the back, the Men's jeans seem made of a 
very poor quality fabric and I also tell you that I would like the men's legs to be a little longer, when 
they are naked, the men seem dwarfs, apart from the avatar seen from afar it looks like an alien, 
and the girls when we join you can see an angry hole between the legs, they are my observations, 
thanks 
To Lisa and Gizmo!
You two are doing a fantastic job with this game and it deserves every single penny. Though more 
options for body customization and eventually new poses for men - example could be a dance pose 
It would be great to have a feature that when you enter a room to see a list of who is in the room. 
It’s hard to see all names when there are lots of people in a room.
We need a consistent content drip.  Should never be more than 90 days from a content drop, even 
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